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became one who has been identified with the subject in beart a
a practical way for more than a quarter of a century. people
The nature and possibilities of plastering materials husband
were clearly explained, and suggestions made regarding with it.'
the methods to be adopted to secure satisfactory proces
results. Such an interchange of thought between the into the
architect who designs and supervises the construction was pos
of the building and the skilled contractor who executes an archi
the work cannot fail to improve the relationship same pc
between the two and elevate the standard of workman- is of thE
ship. It has occurred to us to suggest in connection long 17
with future conventions, that if printed copies of the
papers to be presented could be placed in the hands of I
members in advance of the meeting, it would tend to the Uni
promote weRl considered discussion. ture, thi
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nd brain of his own country and his own

This process is a slow one. It is as when a

man, having sown his seed, " has long patience

The current business of architecture is only a

of cultivation ; that very process of absorbing

heart and brain the needs of their clients. It

sible for an autocratic French monarch to found

tectural style. The president's veto has not the

wer. Architecture in the United States, which
people and for the people, will be found in the

n to have been formed by the people. As
)r Ware, with thoroughly national and indi-

WE have received from this
The T Squre Club of volume which serves the double

of an exhibition catalogue

annual review of architectural affairs in Phila
A prominent place is given to a series of lette
eminent architects in the United States, wri
answer the question which forms the title at the
"An Unaffected School of Modern Architecture.
come?" The T Square Club's view of the
state of affairs is stated in a pathetie extract
quoted from the address, in French, of their del
the International Congress of Architects,
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